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The American ranch embodies a rich architectural tradition that has been passed down through

generations of ranchers. This book presents twenty-five of the most spectacular Western ranches,

including important historical structures and those designed for todayÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s newest ranch

owners. With three hundred newly commissioned color photographs of ranches in Montana,

Wyoming, Colorado, California, Oregon, New Mexico, and Texas, the book will appeal to ranch

dwellers as well as homeowners inspired by this rustic and romantic architectural style. The original

ranches included property for livestock and structures that were built to withstand the natural forces

of a harsh climate. Today, as in the past, life in the West means long winters and a need for shelter

that encloses and protects. House designs and rooflines mimic the forms of the surrounding foothills

and mountains, and todayÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s ranches often feature reclaimed materialsÃ¢â‚¬â€•rubble,

abandoned artifacts, cut stone, and forged ironÃ¢â‚¬â€•put to new use. Materials, often cut by hand,

are basic and echo those used in past: logs, shingles and shakes, branches, fieldstones,

sandstones, and flagstones. The prevalence of renowned architects and interior designers working

in the West, as well as an increasing number of celebrity owners, demonstrate that ranch living is

popular and on the rise.
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This glorious volume showcases the finest American ranches, from century-old working ranches to



rugged new compounds designed for life in the West.

Linda Leigh Paul is the author of eight books published by Universe/Rizzoli, including Cottages by

the Sea, The Cabin Book, and Haciendas.

I bought this book to source ideas for a build my family is about to embark on. This book is a wealth

of ideas and information. I highly recommend it if you are trying to source ideas or simply interested

in beautiful homes. It also makes an awesome coffee table book.

Bought this book for our daughter who works on one of the ranches listed. She has had fun going

and finding the same spots that the old photos were taken and comparing to what they look like

now. It's amazing to see some of the changes that take place in the landscape over the course of so

many years. The book has wonderful pictures within and makes you wish you could ride out of the

office and into the hills and explore. Some fun reading and little history lessons along the way.

Item arrived in god order and as anticipated.

One of the best and most beautiful books I have on ranches or on architecture. I highly recommend

it!

Great addition to my library; seller is highly recommended!

Great pictures about ranches in America!! If you're a cowboy or cowgirl you'd love this book!!

the book and photography just wonderful

A great table book. It will make you pack up and want to move right away to the country...
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